A corpus-based analysis on Things Fall Apart

Author and the book

author
- biography
- bibliography

the book
- the characters
- the themes

Chinua ACHEBE
Chinua Achebe, born Chinualumogu Albert Achebe at Ogidi (Nigeria) on November 16th, 1930, is one of the most prolific writers in Africa. He died in March 21, 2013 at Boston.

Things Fall Apart
Date of publication: 1958
Publisher: William Heinemann Ltd.
Place of publication: London

Stylistic level
Ibo words
words related to:
- persons
- animals
- things

Proverbs
- english proverbs
- Ibo proverbs

Difficulties: time-consuming

Softwares: AntConc, TagAnt, Sketchengine

coding example:
Ch_Pn_Ln_Pr
chapter
page number
line number
paragraph

Morphology
words compounding
- noun + noun
- adjectif + noun
- adverb + adjectif

phrasal verbs
- verbs with particles
- prepositional verbs

Didactics
Helping learners to acquire efficiently competences in:
- grammar
- vocabulary
- culture